
Mitiga’s Cloud Incident Readiness and Response (IR²) solution 

enables organizations to respond to and recover from breaches faster 

than humanly possible. Proactive breach investigation provides value 

before and lowers the impact of cyber breaches, while optimizing 

readiness for cloud and hybrid incidents. 

Incident Readiness 
& Response (IR²)

IR2  Solution Brief

Incident response faster 
than humanly possible

Breach recovery within days  
or even hours, with automated 
data collection, forensics, and 
IR processes

Zero-cost critical  
incident response

Incident response activities are 
performed at no extra charge 
for IR² customers

Continuous, Proactive 
Breach Investigation

Cyberthreat investigation 
identifies ongoing threats  
to find active threats before 
they become breaches

Readiness activities  
that are valuable now

Mitiga prepares customers for 
an incident, while providing 
ongoing value

IR² Supports Dozens of Forensics Data Collectors, Including:

IR Is Different in the Cloud
Choose the annual subscription that best fits your needs. All subscriptions include forensic collection, storage,  

and analysis; access to our Crisis Management Dashboard during an active incident; and incident response support.  
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Getting Ready 
IR² increases an organization’s readiness for critical incidents and helps make them more resilient at the same time.  

Collecting the right data is only part of the process. IR² customers benefit from ongoing activities, including tabletop  

exercises, compromise assessments, and ongoing and proactive breach investigations.

Data Collection & Storage
Capture, map, and store 1,000 days  
of relevant data promotes rapid incident 
response, recovery, and resolution

Ransomware Readiness
Be prepared for cloud-based  
ransomware and extortionware  
incidents.

Blue Team
Using Mitiga’s Cloud Attack Scenario 
Library™, improve understanding of  
cloud security gaps, with applicable 
improvement recommendations

Exercising / Detection
Analyze your environment to understand 
attack targets and methods, including 
Compromise Assessment within NIST 
framework

Proactive Breach Investigation
Find attacks while they are happening, 
lowering the impact and optimizing 
organizational readiness for cloud and 
hybrid incidents

Tabletop Exercise 
Assess IR Maturity in Year 1 to assure 
organizational readiness improvements 

Readiness Dashboard
View organizational readiness for 
cybersecurity incidents to invest in 
the most meaningful areas and track 
improvements over time

Threat Hunts
Search proactively for tactics, techniques, 
and procedures to detect a cyberattack in 
progress and accelerate remediation

* Red Canary, The State of Incident Response 2021    * IBM Cost of a Data Breach Report 2021 

8%
of security leaders are fully confident  
in their organization’s ability to identify  
the root cause of an attack* 

75 days*
on average it took to contain a data  
breach in 2021

For organizations in the early stage  
of cloud modernization,

231 days
to identify a cloud-based breach

98 days
to contain a cloud-based breach

Cloud Breach Readiness is more 
than just having a plan in file cabinet 
somewhere… It’s the cornerstone to 
building a cyber-resilient organization

 
As attackers adapt to new attacks and organizations 

move to the cloud, it’s essential to be ready for an attack. 

Unfortunately, that readiness is hard to achieve. 

Readiness
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Service-level Agreement
Contact your IR² squad for response 
within one hour and investigation within 
four hours 

Incident Commander
Maintain constant awareness of ongoing 
investigation through your dedicated IC

Shared-Responsibility Model
Get back to business as usual faster than 
humanly possible with an IR provider that 
prioritizes incident readiness and rapid 

recovery by delivering critical incident 
response for no additional fee

Forensics-as-Code™
Automate your IR Forensics process 
to respond within hours of attacks, 
leveraging our dedicated research with 
our Attack Scenario Library     

Dedicated Mitiga IR² Squad
Gain extensive IR experience and 
technical knowledge for your unique 
environment to enhance organizational 
readiness and reduce breach impact 

Crisis Management Dashboard
Continuous visibility into the incident 
across people, teams, time, and 3rd 
party organizations in a single place 
to allow rapid and accurate decision 
making during a crisis 

IR Debrief Workshop
Review lessons learned and improves 
organizational cybersecurity processes

Mitiga’s technology-led approach to Incident Response gets 
organizations back to business as usual after a critical incident 
faster and easier

Lessons LearnedRecoveryEradicationContainmentIdentificationPreparation 

Asset 
Mapping 

First-Year 
Tabletop Exercise 

Continuous
Exercising

IR Debrief
Workshop

Mitiga 
SLA

First-Year 
Blue Team

IR Readiness
Assessment

Dedicated Mitiga 
IR² Squadron

Situational Awareness
and project management 
visibility

Communication 
Capability for 
24/7/365 availability

Automated Check
for known TTPs as part 
of the Community-based 
response

Mitigaʼs Proprietary 
Cloud Attack Scenario 
Library

Storage

Mandatory activity

Optional activity

Mandatory for environments with 50% On-Prem

Recurrent task
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* Red Canary, The State of Incident Response 2021   * IBM Cost of a Data Breach Report 2021
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Mitiga’s technology and services optimize readiness for cloud and hybrid incidents and accelerate both response and  

recovery times when incidents occur. Importantly, Mitiga’s readiness prioritization also increases resiliency for future incidents. 

Mitiga’s shared-responsibility model is unique. Unlike others, who charge additional fees for incident response and recovery, 

Mitiga subscribers face no add-on fees.  

For more information, visit www.mitiga.io  or  email us at  info@mitiga.io  

US  +1 (888) 598-4654    |    UK  +44 (20) 3974 1616    |    IL  + 972-3-978-6654    |    SG  +65-3138-3094  

Readiness-First Accelerates Cloud Incident Response, 
Increases Future Breach Resilience

 
Our readiness-first approach enables rapid completion of investigation, response, and recovery stages 

when a cloud security incident occurs. By executing and testing IR processes prior to an incident, time 

is saved when it matters the most. 

Readiness-first means validating completeness and accessibility of key forensic cloud data, with 

Mitiga-enriched storage assuring your incident response commences within 4 hours of notification 

with minimal disruption to your customers or business. Regardless of your abilities to access log-

based forensics, our data lake assures IR can commence immediately after the breach. 


